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Jigsaw Puzzle
The practice of urban planning is like playing Jigsaw Puzzle. It is a game in which parts with
different characteristics are assembled to form a complete picture. Similarly, 55 fictitious cities were
described in the book Invisible Cities . Each of them is an entirely different city which has different
conventions, different characteristic, even different name. However, in the middle of the book, Italo
Calvino speaks in the voice of the characters, Marco Polo, and said, "every time I describe a city I am
saying something about Venice." 1 Both of them are constantly exploring the relationship between
the whole and the fragment. Thus, a building, a street, or anything in the city could be are regarded
as fragments in the city building game. Through a continuous deep understanding of fragments
and the relationship between fragments, we will piece together a more complete and ideal city in

3
ITALO CALVINO
an Italian journalist and
writer of short stories
and novels

every attempt.
At the same time, puzzling is not a solitary game. It is a dialogue between the puzzler and the
puzzle maker. George Perec described the relationship between the two in Life: A user's manual :
every move the puzzler makes, the puzzle maker has made before; every piece the puzzler picks
up and picks up again, and studies and strokes, every combination he tries and tries a second time,
every blunder and every insight, each hope and each discouragement have all been designed,
2

calculated, and decided by the other. The urban practice is also a dialogue between designers
and urban residents. The latter is immersed in the preset space for experience. In the meantime,
the former optimizes the space based on experience obtained from residents. Then, the city is
continuously optimized in continuous dialogue. Just as the chaotic fragments were finally pieced

4
GEORGES PEREC
a French novelist,
filmmaker,
documentalist, and
essayist. He was a
member of the Oulipo
group.

together into a complete and orderly pattern, the seemingly complex and chaotic cities regularly
develop according to their rules of the building game.

1
Cover illustration of Life, a User's Manual
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2
Cover illustration of Life, a User's Manual

1 Calvino, Italo.In Invisible Cities , p. 86. London: Vintage, 1997.
2 Perec, Georges. Life, a User's Manual : Fictions. London: Vintage, 2003.
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In a jigsaw puzzle, there are two crucial basic elements: fragments & boundaries, which constitute

Since ancient times it has been a holy river for Hindus. The water from the Ganges firstly meets

the game rules.

the basic needs of people's lives, like cleaning, cooking, laundry. Then some social activities
gradually appear. Finally, the city was gradually formed along the river. Ahmedabad is also one

1. Fragments

of the cities established along the Ganges, where the holy water has another name, Sabarmati
3

Fragments are an essential part of a complete pattern. In other words, fragments reveal the whole.

River. The Sabarmati, a monsoon-fed river flows right through the centre of the Ahmedabad. It

That is how we perceive the game and the city. Here, fragments become the medium and carry the

not only affects the local climatic conditions but also subtly influences the local people's culture.

dialogue between the puzzler and puzzle maker. Because of the different messages obtained from

Water can be seen as a carrier containing these invisible things.

6
SABARMATI RIVER

the dialogue, each fragment is unique, with their unique shape, pattern and position. Every piece
is irreplaceable. Each part of the city, things or events, is also unique, with its own complexity and

However, water is not correctly understood. Ahmedabad is the largest city and former capital

particularity, because, they also carry different information that is invisible but indispensable in

of the Indian state of Gujarat. It is an important economic and industrial hub in India. The

human society. They are culture, religion, custom, faith. And they are the potential driving force of

city's prosperity has also brought new problems: rapid population growth, frequent floods,

urban development, and also an important basis for urban development rules.

environmental degradation, etc. The reason lies in people's one-sided perception of water.
Take the Riverfront Project as an example. This project aims to prevent floods, improve the

5
GANGES RIVER
a trans-boundary river of South
Asia which flows through India
and Bangladesh. The Ganges is a
lifeline to millions who live along
its course.
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2. Boundary

environment, and at the same time, strengthen the connection between the city and the river.

The overlapping boundary is the other part of the game, and it is also the key to putting the pieces

However, this vast concrete object did not achieve the expected goal. Instead, it exacerbated the

together. In The Image of City , Kevin Lynch concluded five essential elements (paths, districts,

state of fragmentation and made the conflict more acute. Because, water is considered static in

nodes, landmarks and boundaries) when people formed mental maps of their surroundings in the

the project, and the bank drawn by lines is mistakenly regarded as the boundary between the city

city: boundary is one of them. Meanwhile, he considered, "Boundaries are the linear elements not

and the river. These lines perform three tasks: they separate the space of water from the space of

considered as paths."4 Each fragment has its complete boundary that also belongs to the fragment.

land; they calibrate time along their length in keeping with a flow from an 'origin' to an 'end' or

It is through the overlap of partial boundaries between fragments to form new fragments and then

at least an earlier to a later, and they hold water to a channel.5 Therefore, its propensity to flood

piece together into a complete pattern. Therefore, the role of boundaries is not only limited to

is imagined as the erasure of the boundary between water and land.6 Under this precipitation,

traffic, but has a broader meaning. In the city, the boundary is the part of information sharing or the

the solution to flooding is to continuously strengthen the line, riverbank, just as the Riverfront

medium of information transmission.

Project did.

3. Dissolved Boundary

Water is circulating endlessly in the hydrological cycle. It is changing states, evaporating,

7
RIVERFRONT PROJECT

India, an ancient country, was born, grew and prospered under the gestation of Ganges. Therefore,
the Ganges River plays a vital role in every Indian, especially the one who believes in Hinduism.
3 Benjamin, Walter, E. F. N. Jephcott, Michael William Jennings, and Greil Marcus.“Preface”In One-way Street , p.
xvii. Cambridge, Massachusetts ; London, England: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2016.
4 Lynch, Kevin, and Joint Center for Urban Studies. In The Image of the City , p,62. Publication of the Joint Center
for Urban Studies. Cambridge [Mass.] ; London: Technology Press, 1960.

5 Mathur, Anuradha, Dilip Da Cunha, Rebekah Meeks, Matthew Weiner, and University of Pennsylvania.
School of Design. In Design in the Terrain of Water , p,2. First ed. San Francisco, California]: Applied Research
Design Publishing with the University of Pennsylvania School of Design, 2014.
6 Cunha, Dilip Da. The Invention of Rivers : Alexander's Eye and Ganga's Descent. Penn Studies in Landscape
Architecture. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019.
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condensing, precipitating, transpiring, flowing, seeping and soaking.7 However, we understand that
a river is a line with endpoints or a blue area. " Lines feature prominently in the image of rivers." 8
They are liner and flattening. This way of expression freezes the initially flowing river. Dilip Da Cunha,
an architect and urban planner, describes the water under this cognition in Design in the terrain

of water , water is somewhere, that is framed, held in place and separated from the land.9 Water is
limited. So how do we re-understand water so that water can be liberated and flow freely? In the same
book, Cunha also mentioned another kind of water: water is everywhere, challenging conventional
representation and demanding invention, and he proposed to design in the 'rain terrain': rain does
not flow; it overflows after being heldwhere it falls in interstices, pores, fields, depressions, terraces,
wells, snow fields, and glaciers, until it exceeds the capacity of that particular holding. 10
When we integrate the river into the entire water circulation system, the river is continually changing
in different forms. It flows in every corner of the city, instead of being restricted within the river
bank. The river becomes ubiquitous wetness held in the soil, aquifers, glaciers, snowfields, building
materials, agricultural fields, air, and even plants and animals.11 The boundary that initially appeared
as a line also dissolved into ubiquitous containers, which could bear wetness of culture, religion,
custom and faith. This container is also strengthened and weakened the communication of wetness.

8
WATERS EVERYWHERE

7 Mathur, Anuradha, Dilip Da Cunha, Rebekah Meeks, Matthew Weiner, and University of Pennsylvania. School of
Design. In Design in the Terrain of Water , p,2. First ed. San Francisco, California]: Applied Research Design Publishing
with the University of Pennsylvania School of Design, 2014.
8 Ibid.
9 Mathur, Anuradha, Dilip Da Cunha, Rebekah Meeks, Matthew Weiner, and University of Pennsylvania. School of
Design. In Design in the Terrain of Water , p,2. First ed. San Francisco, California]: Applied Research Design Publishing
with the University of Pennsylvania School of Design, 2014.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
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Wetness of Chabutro
AHMEDABAD / VISIBLE CITY
[FANG JIE / HE YAJIA / TONG JIAHUI / CHEN ZIYANG ]

Ahmedabad is so complicated and has an extremely high density. Chaos has taken over the
whole city. When Georges Perec recorded the amount of essential and irrelevant things in Paris,
he particularly selected one object, Bus. " Why count the buses? Probably because they are
recognizable and regular: they cut up time, they punctuate the background noise; ultimately, they
are foreseeable. "12 Perec explained. He is trying to find something which can be the reference
substance to observe the exhausting city. Bus, the reference substance, could also be seen as a
starting point for this endless circulating city.
In Ahmedabad, we also need to find a starting point to help us to build the ecosystem of wetness
with the local context. However, it is not easy to find the beginning of the ecosystem of wetness
when you walk through Ahmedabad, quantities of objects crowds into your eyes. Then, perspective
is changed from human to pigeon, a kind of holly animal which could bring luck in India Culture. At
this point, Chabutro, a pigeon tower with the classic form and the mottled traces, is found both in

PIGEON / IMAGES

the old city and the new.
Chabutro is usually used to feed and breed the pigeons. The base and the surrounding area of this
structure serves as a gathering place for villagers and as a playing area for children. Nevertheless,
this construction not only coordinates the relationship between the pigeon and the human
being but also, at the moment, coordinates the objects attached, surrounded or passed with the
development of Ahmedabad. Expect visible/real city, CHABUTRO, a ramification from the India
Religion, is also connected to the invisible/virtual city, local culture, which influences the way
people live. During the hundreds of years, Chabutro witnesses the changes and has an impact on
the city. It is a disseminator of wetness in Ahmedabad.
When we treat the whole city as a jigsaw puzzle, chabutro becomes a spectacular fragment. Jigsaw
Puzzle starts with the corner piece. It is recognizable and localizable. Chabutro, the reference
substance, could also be seen as a starting piece for this endless circulating city game. Tens,
hundreds of simultaneous actions, Mirco-events, happen around Chabutro, each one of which
AHMEDABAD / INVISIBLE CITY
[ FANG JIE / HE YAJIA / TONG JIAHUI / CHEN ZIYANG]
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12 Perec, Georges, and Marc Lowenthal. An Attempt at Exhausting a Place in Paris. Cambridge, Mass.: Wakefield
Press ; 2010.
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necessitates postures, movements, specific expenditures of energy.13 In An Attempt at Exhausting
BOUNDARY / SEQUENCE OF CHABUTRO

a Place in Paris , Georges Perec sat in the cafe, observed the city through the window and recorded
the objects by short texts. He recorded the different objects from a static perspective, as well
as the time. The same way was used in Ahmedabad city, but the recording method is no longer
the text, but the films focused on the charbutros and recorded the changing surroundings. We
recorded three different chabutros at different places in the old city, recording the changes in the

SCENE 1

surroundings of chabutros within 15 minutes. Two of them are inside the pol and the other is on
the side of the city street. These film could be seen as a sophisticated fragments of the ecosystem
of wetness, and they are also the whole need to be fragmented. In order to better show the
behaviours and activities of urban residents and the relatinship between people and Chabutro.
I transformed the dynamic videos into continuous still pictures. While focusing on residents, a

SCENE 2

puzzler in the game, it retains the gap -the spatial relationship with chabutro. Through this splitting
and reorganization method, we have obtained different chabutro sequences, each of which
represents a different spatial and temporal relationship between chabutro and urban residents. All
of these help me to build a reality world with chabutros as the main axis of city planning.

SCENE 3

Then, we will use the bath bomb experiment to simulate the changing surroundings of chabutro
to construct the virtual world corresponding to the real one. Bath Bomb, are hard-packed mixtures
of dry ingredients which effervesce when wet. It is identical with Chabutro, as a disseminator of
wetness. The real water we used is colourless, which be used to represent the ecosystem of wetness.

BOUNDARY / SEQUENCE OF WETNESS

Therefore, the Bath Bomb Experiment simulates how Chabutro spreads or distributes wetness in
the city of Ahmedabad. In the experiment, different colours represent different things related to
chabutro in the city, such as tank, gate, tree, and so on. The different concentrations of colours also
represent the density of different things. How the experiment worked also recorded when the bath
bomb drop into the water. In the film, each frame is a complete pattern, with its complexity and
regularity. Together the film forms a virtual city that changes over time. Thus, we get two different
but corresponding world.

EXPERIMENT / PROCESSING
[ FANG JIE / HE YAJIA / TONG
JIAHUI / CHEN ZIYANG]

13 Perec, Georges, and Marc Lowenthal. An Attempt at Exhausting a Place in Paris. Cambridge , Mass.: Wakefield
Press ; 2010.
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In Project Parc de la Villette, Bernard Tschumi used a layered stacking method to stack different
elements. The tactic of layering creates the maximum length of "borders" between the maximum
number of programmatic components. It will thereby guarantee the maximum permeability of
each programmatic band and - through this interference- the maximum number of programmatic
mutations.14 The way of layering helps us to connect the virtual world and the real world. Secondly,
the way of layering is more than the accumulation of fragments; it is a kind of communication
between the real and the virtual; the fragments of the world will influence each other and
eventually rebuild the city.

The strip

Point grids or Confetti

Access and Circulation

Final layer

11
PARC DE LA VILLETTE / LAYERING
10
PARC DE LA VILLETTE / LAYERING
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OMA architects, Conestion without Matter , from https://oma.eu/projects/parc-de-la-villette
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OLD WALL
[FANG Jie]
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12
CITY MAP

13
CITY MAP

Ahmedabad has another name, the walled city. The city wall plays an important role. After the
founding of Ahmedabad on the east bank of the Sabarmati River by Ahmed Shah in 1411 AD, the
city grew steadily for the next several decades. By 1487, it had become enough of a power center
that Shah's grandson Mahmud Begda decided to fortify it against possible attacks. A wall 10 km
in circumference was built to encircle the city and protect it from invasion. This wall originally had
twelve gates, 189 bastions, over 6,000 battlements and these were added to over time. 15 Despite
having become extremely crowded and dilapidated, the old town still serves as the symbolic heart
of metropolitan Ahmedabad. It is the junction of the old city and the new city. It is the symbol of the
city, and the marks on the wall record the city's development; therefore, around the city wall, I will
discover and recombination the new boundary, which strengthens the relationship and influences
the inside and outside the wall.
Through pictures and information, we have researched chabutro itself. Many families in Gujarat,
include Ahmedabad, believe that after once death, the soul assumes the form of birds and
animals. By caring for birds by putting food and water and providing shelter, they are also caring
for their departed ancestors' souls. Trees have played the role for a long time. However, with the
development of cities and the high population density, trees occupy too much living space, so
people build chabutros that have the same functions as trees.16
Pigeons are Chabutro's main clients. The practice of putting up these bird feeding tables is
undoubtedly linked to religious belief, which preaches non- violence and humanity. Furthermore,
in India, pigeons were widely used for carrying messages from one point to another. Therefore,
the pigeons become a link between the chabutros located in different places in the city, and also
between chabutro and other places where pigeon gathers. However, the pigeon's track is difficult
to capture, but we can predict the pigeon's track by the place where the pigeon gathers in the city.
Except for chabutros, pigeons also often appear in urban parks, green spaces or waterfront areas.
These places are closer to nature and will provide good living conditions for pigeons. People will
14
CITY MAP
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15
16

Ahmedabad Wall, Accessed 19 August,2020, https://www.gujarattourism.com/destination/details/6/5
Chabutro, Accessed 19 August,2020,https://issuu.com/jenil87/docs/acc_paper
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DELHI GATE
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Khanpur
Khanpur
Khanpur

[Converging]

PERM GATE
RAM GATE

Khanpur

-Factory
-Pol

a medium, we associate the human residents with the urban public space. They pieced together

Dariyapur
Dariyapur

to form new pieces called wetness of pigeon. The urban public spaces could be divided into two

Khanpur

parts: natural public spaces and artificial public spaces. The former is the urban green space we

KALUPUR GATE

Kalupur

mentioned earlier, and we use the term "Park" to represent it.

Kalupur

KHANPUR GATE

throw grains to feed the pigeons and pray. Through the flight trajectory of the pigeon served as

Khanpur
Kalupur

Kalupur

Kalupur

The latter is that during our field trip, we discovered that pigeons still gather and breed in some

Khanpur

religious buildings. The grains were thrown on the square, and the pool in the building make them
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Khadia

Khadia
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-Market
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city scale, we introduced the wetness contained in the wall to the areas inside and outside of our
culture, beliefs, customs, etc. While continuously strengthening the relationship between the old

Khadia

RAIPUR GATE
Khamasa

Khadia

of other areas. By reorganizing and constructing these fragments and edges, and layer them in the
wall, making them a part of the wall, thus jointly building a thicker wall that spread the wetness

Khamasa

[Flowing & Stilling] Khamasa

where new chabutro may be produced. When we consider these areas as a piece of fragments in the
jigsaw puzzle, the range affected by the road next to the area can be regarded as the boundaries

Khadia

-Car park
-Amusement park
-School

RAIKHAD GATE

pigeons with breeding places. We use "Darwaja" to represent this type of space.
Therefore, on both sides of the old wall, we regard the area where the pigeons gather as the area

Khadia

[Fllowing]

-Garden
-Laundary

the basis for survival. The domes of religious buildings and the complicated wall lines provide

ASTODIA GATE

and the new city, it also continuously affects the life inside and outside the city.
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Chabutros were an important element of urban planning and served to enhance the utilization
of space judiciously and aesthetically in pols (traditional urban settlement in Gujarat). Chabutros
in villages and pols are located very prominently in the center -the place where most community
interactions and the celebration of festivals occur. Chabutro has thus become a shared space for
pigeons and people. It connects people who live in the same Pol. At the same time, the constant
coming and going pigeons connect different chabutros, thus connecting different pols, human
settlements.
We searched for chabutro as much as possible during the field trip in the old city of Ahmedabad.
Moreover, we were researched on three chabutro close by. Through a chabutro in the Pol, we study
the relationship between the square where chabutro is located and the surrounding residential
buildings.
SQUARE

Square
The square is rectangular. Although chabutro is located in the center of Pol, it is in the northeast
corner of the square. Residential buildings enclose the boundary of the square, but it is not
closed, and each side has at least one exit, which connects with other paths in Pol. As a result, the
utilization of these areas in the crowded community is maximized, and the square becomes an
open and shared space in the community.
Vehicles

VEHICLES

In the process of research, most of the spaces are now occupied by vehicles. This is because the
modernization process has changed the way people travel, and the square has changed from a
place where people gather to a place where vehicles gather to adapt to the change. The degree
of communication weakened by people in the community. Therefore, how to better handle the
relationship between the two and restore the sharing between people in the square is also a
problem that needs to be solved in the current urban optimization.
TANK

Tank
One of the boundaries of the square is the tank, a traditional water storage device in India. It

CHABUTRO SURROUNDINGS / SET
44
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consists of two parts: the cistern and the matching steps leading to the building's interior space.

由 AUTODESK 由 由 由 由 由

A cistern is a place where local women do laundry, and it is connected to the water supply and
drainage system inside the building. Therefore, through the tank's research, we connect the indoor
and outdoor spaces of the building.
Facade
The architectural boundary is another square boundary. It encloses and confines the square. The
combination of different facades creates the atmosphere of the square, which is also an important
factor distinguishing it from other squares. But through the facade elements such as balconies and
windows, the opening of the square, the internal space of the building and the square create a

FACADE

dialogue. Simultaneously, the building facade can also be regarded as a link in the water circulation
system.

Elevation of measured pols

1:50

由 AUTODESK 由 由 由 由 由

由 AUTODESK 由 由 由 由 由

Path
The path can be regarded as another opening of the square. The long and narrow path provides
the function of people and vehicles to pass through the square. Buildings are connected to form an
entire community through it.
PATH

Entrance
The entrance to Pol is an arch. Its shape and sculpture are similar to Darwaza. Darwaja is an essential
place for communication between the inner and outer spaces of the city. The arch is a space for
dialogue between Pol and the urban public space. Although the scales are inconsistent, the two
have the same function and are an important boundary line.
ENTRANCE

Street
Streets connect pols. It is wider than the path in Pol because it needs to allow more forms of

780
1982

transportation on the road, such as tugs, cars, etc., at the same time. After all, the street serves as
a public space connecting the two, a large number of people will flow On the streets, commercial
Elevation of measured pols

1:50

activities occur. There are often temporary stalls on both sides of the road to sell daily necessities.
They will occupy a lot of road space, which is another reason for the wide roads.

由 AUTODESK 由 由 由 由 由

STREET

ELEVATIONS OF POL / SET
1:200
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Shop
Because of the emergence of temporary stalls, the buildings on both sides of the street have

SHOP

gradually become semi-public spaces such as shops. In addition to selling goods, they also provide
services for people in the city, such as haircutting and laundry. These shops have also become the
boundary between different pols and urban spaces.
By extracting the surrounding elements of chabutro, we have learned about the spatial
composition of chabutro. Secondly, the expression of these elements is the relationship between
two things. It is a metaphor of a relationship that can be applied to different urban scales, city,
landscape, architecture, and interior in another form of existence. Using the same spatial pattern in
Urban Design, we redistribute the urban humidity through chabutro so that the process of urban
optimization, while continuing the culture and spirit.
The riverfront market is one of the fragments outside the wall. Both new and old walls surround
RIVERFRONT MARKET / IMAGES

the site. On the north side is Raikhad Gate or Raikhad Darwaja, it is one of the entrances to the
walled city. On the south side is Khan Jahan's Masjid and surrounding residential buildings. On the
east side are large-scale high-density houses, where local people live and live. On the west side is
the Riverfront market. 'Ravivari,' the name in Indian, the informal Sunday Market held under Ellis
Bridge, has been provided with a new home near Gaekwad Haveli, next to its previous location. It
has been designed as an open-air market with a functional arrangement of platforms and zones,
where vendors can display and sell their goods. [8] For a long time, the riverfront market has served
as a market. A large number of people, commodities, and vehicles poured into this site at a fixed
time to bring vitality to this site, they left again, and the process repeated constantly. Hence, the
complexity and regularity of the market provide a kind of possibilities for the development of this
particular venue.
Due to the riverfront market, the venue has clear and regular changes. It is busy on Sundays and is
unoccupied from Monday to Saturday. In order for the venue to better adapt to such tidal changes,
the chabutro sequence does not only need one.
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In the film of reality, I select two different chabutros sequences. One is at Pol, one is beside the
street. The former one we called 'normal line' because most of the chabutro are found in the middle
of the houses. The changes in the surrounding things are relatively stable and sparse. The chabutro
sequence he shows is just relative to the normal state of the site. The latter one, 'market line'. With
the development and change of the city, some chabutro positions have changed, even appearing
in On both sides of the street. The surrounding things are complicated and change very fast, so the
sequence it shows is more compact, and at the same time corresponds to the change of the market
day of the venue once a week.
In the film of virtual, we captured two frames as well. One frame is stilling, about to dry up; the
other frame is flowing, where water is constantly flowing. These two pictures represent the venue's
two states, the busy market day and the idle time at other times. At the same time, the pattern
was reorganized according to two different chabutro sequences. Two new sequence strips were
superimposed together to construct a virtual site. It contains two parts, bath ball pattern and gap.
At the same time, some buildings in the site are preserved, the residential buildings located north
of the site and the police station in the middle of the site.
After that, we conducted further research on chabutro. We drew the plan and elevation of chabutro
at different locations in the city and found different constituent elements: tree, shade, mosque,
entrance (Hindu or Muslim), tank, etc. We transformed these elements into architectural symbolic
language. After re-interpreting and drawing the bath ball pattern in the virtual site, the blank part
naturally becomes a road of different levels that cross the site according to the width.
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RAIKHAD GATE

[ART STUDIO]

[GALLERY]

The Edge of the site is translated into two types of corridors, one is fragmented short corridors,

[MUSEUM]

scattered around the walls, and the landscape structures inside the site are interconnected to form
a new form of short corridors; the other is spanning The east-west promenade of the site is 200
meters in length. It connected the riverfront project 6m above the riverfront market on the west
and high-density communities on the east side. The promenade itself is 8 meters above the ground,
providing shelter for the road below and a new road from the river to the residential area. Both
types of load-bearing parts and foundations are constructed of 1m*1m steel trusses. Panels allow
people to pass through. Wooden grids provide shelter for people, and through intentional turns,

[ART STUDIO]
[TEA HOUSE]

[KITE SHOP]

form different functions, such as seats, railings, etc.

[TANK]

[READING AREA]
[FLOWER SHOP]

[BOOK STORE]

[LAUNDARY]

[DYEING HOUSE]
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CHABUTRO
[FANG Jie]
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There are two sequences on the field, "market line" and "normal line," in which chabutro is
a predictable and regularly repeated strip. The buildings on the site also follow the rhythm.
The location of the building is located in a relatively special place in each strip. Or the colour is
prominent, or the light and shade are prominent.
Squares and rectangles are the basic shapes that make up the buildings. They limit the particularity
of the strip. At the same time, there is a rectangle with a very large aspect ratio perpendicular to the
basic shape. It follows the flow trend inside the shape.
Chabutro is made up of four parts, roof, fence, pillar and base.
Dome, the surface is directly contacted with the sky. It blocks and directs the rain, ensuring the
usability of its main functions.
Fence, as the main functional area, allows pigeons to cross while also providing reasonable interior
space for breeding and feeding.
A-Pillar is a high Pillar that lifts fence structures and makes a pigeon's area distinct from that of
humans.
The base is the stable structure of the whole building and the place where people park.
By studying the form composition of Chabutro, the four fundamental elements are given a broader
meaning and applied in different scales: city, landscape, building, and body.
OLD WALL / BUILDING
1:200

The building also follows this element composition. Pillar is a wall deep into the basic shape, while
the base becomes a tank located underground.
After the basic form is confirmed, there is also a dialogue between the building and the
site's landscape. The sense of volume of the building will affect the setting of the landscape.
Simultaneously, some structures of the landscape overlap with the building and become a part of
the building.
Roads are roughly divided into three types, one is east-west straight roads, which not only allow
pedestrians but also allow vehicles to pass. The second type is the secondary road with the main
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1 MARKET
2 PLAYING GROUND
3 LONG CORRIDOR

road branching out. It will bypass the landscape structures on the site to directly form a curved road
connected to the main entrance of the building. The last type is the trail, a branch of the secondary
trunk road, connected to the secondary entrance of the buildings.
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CHABUTRO
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India is a country with rich tea culture. Tea is made both at home and outside. Outside the home,
tea is most commonly and easily found at the tea stalls almost every street in India. People walking
on the street will stop in the gap between rushing to drink tea, talking, resting, and heading to the
next destination. The tea stall is a meeting point where different people gather. Therefore, in the
riverfront market, we also need a tea house to accommodate different people to stay.
Tea House chose to build on the side close to the market and in the middle of the new wall. This
is where the contradiction is most prominent. It is the busiest place during the market-day, but
usually the quietest place, unlike the places near the ends of the venue, the gate allows people to
pass and communicate. The existence of the wall restricts the communication between inside and
outside of the wall. Tea House breaks the wall while connecting the inside and outside of the wall.
Chabutro is made up of four parts, roof, fence, pillar and base. I relied on the basic elements of
chabutro to form a new architectural model. The building's function revolves around the "Pillar,"
which extends vertically into the wall of the building.
The function of the tea room mainly includes two parts: the service area and the served area.
The service area includes cooking room, reception, toilets and other facilities; According to the
characteristics of the site, a large number of people gather and flow. Two different service methods
are used: indoor sales and window sales, targeting different groups of people. It introduced the
temporary tea stalls into the building.
Inside the building, the served area is also deliberately divided into different areas. The division
is based on how people sit. Also, because of the high population density of the market, different
people will gather, and different religious beliefs will have different ways of sitting. Therefore, I set
up different seat heights (300, 500, 900) to provide better services to different people to drink the
tea.
Regarding materiality concern, most of Chabutros found in the old Ahmedabad city were made
of bricks and stones. In contrast, a few others found elsewhere used materials such as wood or
CHABUTRO / BODY
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metal. In terms of colour, Chabutro has no uniform setting. Some keep the colour of the material
itself, while others paint in bright colours. These studies provide options for materials and colour
applications in architecture and urban Design.
Studio Mumbai's works provide a good reference. They focus on the combination of local materials
and architecture. There is a charming description of Tara House. "Under the wood-framed roof,
rooms are loosely arranged around the garden, weaving routes between them through louvred
hallways and verandahs. Vertical wooden slats form a protective enclosure, obscuring, and
revealing views of the surrounding landscape." This building inspired me about the application of
15
TARA HOUSE

stone and wood.
The roof and maintenance of Tea House mainly use wood, but some places use stone walls. The wall
that extends vertically into the interior of the building is also made of stone. It has a similar function
to the staircase leading to the well of Tara House, guiding and collecting water. The texture and
characteristics of stone can first be distinguished from wood, and secondly, it can hold wetness
well.
In terms of furniture, reference is made to the Fisher House designed by Louis Kahn. This building

16
FISHER HOUSE

is also composed of two square volumes. What attracted me the most was his Design for the corner
of the fireplace. The designer combined furniture, windows, and components to think and design
together, and did not think about any aspect in isolation. Similarly, in Tea House, part of the seats
and windows are combined to shape the interior space while also reshaping the building's facade.
EXPLOSIVE / BODY

SECTION / BODY
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Conclusion
"I have been standing here for a hundred years. Experiencing the scorching sun shines, and the
scouring of the rain falls. Watching the empty place becomes lively and crowded. Seeing the
pigeons stop and fly away; Looking the plants grow quietly, new leaves blossom again and Viewing
people stop, built houses here, construct roads, pedestrians shuttled back and forth, vehicles drove
through, dust was raised, wires were pulled farther away, billboards of ads change frequently. The
merchant in front of me start the business, and there is a strong flavour of spice, which was a longlost breath and the smell of the city."
Italo Calvino once introduced the origin of the content in his book in a lecture, "everything ended
up being transformed into images of cities-the books I read, the art exhibitions I visited, and
discussions with friends."17 What I see, what I hear, and what I feel in this city is also building new
Ahmedabad pieces by pieces through chabutros.

CHABUTRO / CITY VISION
[HE YAJIA ]

17 Calvino, Italo. " Italo Calvino on Invisible Cities. " Columbia: A Journal of Literature and Art, No.8 (Spring/
Summer 1983) :37-42
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